Science Literature

Explore and Discover Series: *Reduce, Reuse, Recycle*
Explore and Discover Series: *Five Senses*
Explore and Discover Series: *Rocks & Minerals*
Explore and Discover Series: *Simple Machines*
*How To Think Like a Scientist*- Stephen Kramer
*One Tiny Turtle*- Davies, Nicola
*Seeds*- Robbins, Ken
*My Five Senses*- Brandenberg, Aliki
*Sinking and Floating*- Rosinsky, Natalie M.
*Hello, Ocean*- Ryan, Pam Muñoz
*How Big is Big?*- Strauss, Stephen
*What Makes a Shadow*- Bulla, Clyde Robert
*Magic School Bus and the Science Fair Expedition*- Cole, Joanna and Degen, Bruce
*Push and Pull*- Schaefer, Lola M
*How Do You Lift a Lion?*- Wells, Robert E
*Sound*- Stille, Darlene
*Sounds All Around*- Pfeffer, Wendy
*Motion: Push and Pull, Fast and Slow*- Stille, Darlene R
*Magnets*- Blevins, Wiley
*What Magnets Can Do*- Fowler, Allan
*My Light*- Bang, Molly
*Sun Up, Sun Down: The Story of Day and Night*- Bailey, Jacqui
*Sun*- Sorensen, Lynda
*Sunshine*- Saunders-Smith, Gail
*Day and Night*- Stone, Lynn M
*Earth Cycles*- Ross, Michael Elsoh
*What Makes Day and Night*- Branley, Franklin
*Dot and Jabber and The Big Bug Mystery*- Walsh, Ellen Stoll